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Abstract

Museums did not change much in the last decades.
Most of them are still focused on static exhibition
of artwork where visitor interaction is at best con-
strained to the use of audio guides with static au-
dible recordings. In our opinion they persist on an
obsolete model missing the potential of the infor-
mation technologies to complement and enrich the
visitor experience.

This paper describes a new conception of muse-
ums, where the classic view is enhanced with an
extensive support of pervasive services. Moreover,
this work also presents AIMTOUR, an affordable
solution built on this new conception. This system
proves that technology is mature enough to offer
pervasive services at a reduced cost.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, when we step into a museum we may
only know how old is it from the furniture. Informa-
tion technologies are missing in most of them. Even
in the best case scenario we can hardly find audible
guides with static recordings activated by dialing a
code. Although these systemas were valid in the
80’s and 90’s, today it is possible to offer more and
better services to improve the interaction.

It must be taken into account that the current of-
fers of leisure activities already employ the avail-
able technology to provide services. Besides, these
new technologies provides an easier and more con-
venient access to information. These facts make

these services much more attractive than other cul-
tural alternatives and therfore they have direct im-
pact in medium term survivality of museums (spe-
cially for the smallest ones).

To guarantee the survival of many of these mu-
seums it is necessary to renew the museum con-
ception and to integrate it into the current informa-
tion society. To this end it seems essential to inte-
grate the information technologies into the museum
and to widen the perception held by many people
about museums; adopting the approach here pro-
posed leads to museums characterised for being in-
teractive, customized and not only constrained to in-
doors exhibitions but also to large outdoors areas.

2 Related Work

There are several previous works discussing similar
topics; that is, the exposed problem involves several
matters such as the need for a middleware, the need
for information providers, the need for location ser-
vices, etc.

On one hand, there are several works in the mid-
dleware field used in pervasive computing. One of
these works [1] uses web services to model the com-
munications between museum elements. In other
work, a context aware middleware for ubiquitous
systems (CAMUS)[2] is proposed. Besides, in [3] a
middleware for sharing sensor nodes among smart
spaces called D-uMiddles is presented. In line with
this work, the Mobile Gaia middleware [4] is based
on the creation and connection of cluster isles.
Also, there are commercial approaches, for instance



in [5] they introduce Atlas, a service-oriented sen-
sor platform that can only be programmed in Java.
All this works share a common feature, none of
them can be used in a heterogeneous environment
(several networks, devices or languages). We use
a heterogeneous middleware that can be integrated
in these environments and also support several lan-
guages requiring little effort.

On the other hand, there are works that solve spe-
cific problems related to the main topic. In this re-
gard, the work in [6] identifies various kinds of fail-
ure conditions while providing recovery mechanism
to these conditions. Other works focus the location
problem, such as [7],[8], [9] or [10]. In the first pa-
per they present a location aware services scheme;
in the second one, they design and implement a net-
work agent for Bluetooth devices. The third paper
contains an excellent work that provides a design
and a implementation of a space service. In the
last paper, the authors provides an architecture that
adapts the multimedia contents to the client require-
ments; Despite partially solving the problem, the
lack of standards make these solution very hard to
combine. In our proposal we overcome this restric-
tion by coherently adopting the use of standards. By
doing so, the integration process is not only sup-
ported by almost straightforward.

Some other works have focused on the visitor
point of view and do not support our museum con-
ception. For example, the PEACH-IL project (Per-
sonal Experience with Active Cultural Heritage - Is-
raeL) [11] explores intra-group context-aware com-
munication services. For this purpose, they pro-
vide visitors with specific PDAs and the visitors
can make annotations, send and receive messages
to other visitors, and they may also use all this in-
formation to discuss the visit.

Other works have focused on the architectural
point of view and do not offer interaction meth-
ods to the visitor. Specifically, in the “The INtelli-
gent Airport” (TINA) [12] developed a next gener-
ation advanced wired and wireless network to meet
the potential requirements for future “intelligent air-
ports”.

Moreover, there are some approaches that pro-
vide solutions to the complete problem. The
Bahaus-University Weimar has been working the
PhoneGuide [13] since 2003. This project utilises
pervasive Bluetooth tracking and computer vision

techniques to provide contextual information to the
visitors. Moreover, the system does not depend
on servers; in fact, it is designed to be run in mo-
bile devices. In the line with the previous works,
Miyashita et al. presents an augmented reality
techniques to provide indoor services [14]. In
Kawashima et al. [15] they present GUPSS: a mod-
ular service-oriented architecture. GUPSS provides
a specific platform to create smart spaces applica-
tions; however it is only designed for indoor sys-
tems and specific hardware (SunSPOT wireless de-
vices). All these aproximations do not satisfies the
associated problems to the new museum concep-
tion; that is to say, the museum can only be placed
inside a building, this architecture be extrapolated
to a really distributed museum. Our proposal can be
used everywere without architectural changes, and
can be integrated with other proposals.

In this paper we revise all the interaction meth-
ods that are presented in these works and are intrin-
sic to the museum. Moreover, we provide a more
general and realistic view about museums that com-
pletes the previous ones. Furthermore, we have cre-
ated the system AIMTOUR. In contrast to all these
works, this system is completely distributed and
multi-platform, and it is focused on providing sev-
eral services to visitors and administrators, main-
taining a low-cost price.

3 The new concept

Existing technologies support the implementation
of the museum conception envioned here through
three fundamental aspects: customization, new in-
teraction methods and the change of the physical
perception of the museum.

3.1 Customization

Visitor profiles are far from being unique and, for
this reason, it is not very convenient to provide them
with the same visit tour.

The museum approach proposed here adapts it-
self to the visitor profile, offering a customised visit
depending on the visitor interests or needs.

3.2 New interaction methods

To carry out a visit customization it is necessary for
the system to know the visitor. For this purpose,



the museum needs to be supported on has mech-
anisms to learn and carry out this customization.
Nowadays, it is possible to utilise several methods
to achieve this aim. These methods fall into three
families.

1. Explicit interaction

This is the traditional interaction method.
Through this interaction the visitor indicates
the system what they prefer, and the system
acts accordingly.

This is the audio-guide model in which the vis-
itor dials a digit and the system reproduces a
message. However, this method could support
different and more interesting ways of interac-
tions. Considering that the visitor profile can
be retrieved from the information the user is
selected, the system could use this information
to adapt the visit tour to the visitor preferences.

2. Geographical interaction

This interaction methof supports the system to
know the visitor’s location at each moment in
time. The position can have several precision
degrees, and the system can deduce different
conclusions with each of them.

Combining this geographical information with
time stamps or other information derived from
others interaction methods, it is possible to im-
prove the customised visit.

3. Audio-visual interaction

This interaction method enables the system to
see and to listen through the visitor’s point of
view. It can be performed in several ways such
as snapshots, audio-samples, or a more sophis-
ticated way via audio-video streaming.

3.3 Changing the physical perception of the museum

Nowadays, when we talk about museums we think
of a building with a numerous artworks of several
types. Despite being valid, this view is incomplete.
A museum represents more than a simple building;
that is, we can talk about natural museums like a
natural park. We can talk about history museums
like a collection of Roman ruins. We can talk about
cultural museums like the Quixote route (the vil-
lages and places visited by the hidalgo knight); To

summarize, a museum represents more than a sim-
ple building that stores works of art, and it can be
stretched over a large geographical area.

Currently, this museum conception is fully vi-
able, and in several cases it is essential. In order
to make museums to regain a better status among
leisure activities, they must include an additional
value to their contents. This can be easily achieved
by using new information technologies. Otherwise
museums will become outdated, specially the small
ones, that as a consequence of the decreasing num-
ber of visitors will fall into oblivion.

4 Test System: AIMTOUR

In order to demonstrate that this new museum con-
ception is feasible, even under low resources cir-
cumstances, we have developed AIMTOUR. This
system supports all the aforementioned interaction
methods. The system provides visitors with route
and information access services, along with admin-
istration services supporting them in the decision
making task.

The system employs several interaction methods
to customise the visit. Specifically it makes use
of explicit and geographical methods. The first
method obtains initial information about the visi-
tor and detect the information requested by the vis-
itor. On the other hand, the geographical interac-
tion allow system to detect the visitor’s position in
a transparent way. Moreover, the system consid-
ers from its initial conception, the introduction of
audio-visual interaction methods.

Next we enumerate the design, architecture, and
implementation considerations that are necessary to
tackle the development of these type of systems.

4.1 Design

In this section we explain two key issues distributed
heterogeneus systems: the middleware, and the
standards.

4.1.1 ZeroC Ice

The nature of the system is fully distributed. Each
piece of the system are located in different de-
vices, with different features such as mobile de-
vices, servers, or small computers. This work advo-



cates for ZeroC 1 to provide a middleware solution
that addresses all these features.

Ice is an object-oriented middleware platform
that supports many programming languages, and it
is available under the GNU General Public License
(GPL). It was created with the idea of overcoming
the mistakes of other distributed platforms, espe-
cially CORBA.

Ice is supported on Slice (Specification Language
for Ice) for decopling object interfaces from their
implementation. Slice sets a contract between client
and server by describing the types and object in-
terfaces used by an application. This description
is independent of the implementation language, so
it does not depend on the languages used for both
client or server.

Ice can create a computers grid that is remotely
manageable through the IceGrid service. Moreover,
it supports the application distribution from a cen-
tral computer to grid nodes by means of IcePatch2;
that is, we can manage the software distribution
remotely. Moreover, it provides an efficient pub-
lish/subscribe service called IceStorm. The middle-
ware offers more services, but only the most popu-
lars have been mention here.

The use of Ice determines the system’s design. In
all moment we must think about information inter-
change and the design of slice interfaces. It could
seem that the use of Ice makes the system difficult,
however it is simplified, because a very important
system part such as communications is solved.

4.1.2 Standards

Another important aspect at design time of this type
of systems is the information processing and publi-
cation. Specifically this system employs geograph-
ical information, texts, audios and videos, and it is
necessary to define the way the data travels between
devices. In order to address these issues, this work
advocates for standardize solutions.

The future and the adaptation capability of the
system are linked to the use of standards. The use of
standards will ease the integration of external appli-
cations or libraries into the system; Moreover, this
fact can be crucial to the system survival because
it is not only a cut off system but also it is a com-
ponent that other systems can use. To summarize,

1ZeroC Ice. ZeroC Inc. http://www.zeroc.com

we can reduce the time of implementation and max-
imise the reuse degree, and all thanks to use of stan-
dards.

The above statements are true as long as we
utilise the suitable standards. Specifically, the sys-
tem tackles several matters such as location, route
services, streaming, etc. For each matter we have
chosen the standard or protocol more widely ac-
cepted by the research community. Next we enu-
merate the used standards.

1. Mobile Location Protocol (MLP)

To locate the visitors and the museum objects
it is necessary to define the location concept.
For this purpose we use the MLP [16] of the
Open Mobile Alliance 2.

This standard defines geometrical shapes, the
location object and some interfaces to manage
the location information. Our system makes
use of an implementation in slice language to
manage all the system location information.
So, the location information can be accessible
by other systems or applications.

2. OpenGIS Location Service (OpenLS)

OpenLS [17] is one of the OpenGIS standards
and specifications, as defined by the Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC) 3.

The Open Geospatial Consortium, Inc (OGC)
is an international industry consortium of 385
companies, government agencies and univer-
sities participating in a consensus process to
develop publicly available interface standards.
OpenGIS Standards support inter-operable so-
lutions that “geo-enable” the Web, wireless
and location-based services, and mainstream
information technologies.

This standard defines specific interfaces that
enable companies in the Location Based Ser-
vices (LBS) value chain to “hook up” and pro-
vide their pieces of applications. These appli-
cations are enabled by interfaces that imple-
ment OpenLS services such as a Directory Ser-
vice, Gateway Service, Geocoder Service, Pre-
sentation (Map Portrayal) Service and others.

2http://www.openmobilealliance.org
3http://www.opengeospatial.org



Our system employs two OpenLS services;
specifically, it uses the directory service and
the route service. The directory service pro-
vides interfaces that must answer queries such
as “Is this point present within this area?”
or “Where is the point of type museum ob-
ject nearest to the point where I am located?”;
whereas, the route service provides interfaces
that must obtain routes between points.

Our system utilises an implementation [18] of
these two services using the middleware Ze-
roC Ice. Specifically, this implementation uses
an OpenGIS database (PostGIS) to store the
geographic and routing information, and this
implementation provides all the interfaces the
two services.

3. HTTP and RTSP

It is necessary to provide visitors with the re-
quired resources. These resources can be texts,
audios or videos. Therefore, each of these re-
sources have to be separately analyzed.

First, we have studied the text resources. Texts
can be provided with or without streaming. If
we utilise a streaming solution, this can mini-
mize the used net bandwidth, on the other hand
we can use the HTTP [19] protocol for this
purpose and we can obtain advantages such as
support for several file formats. This is an in-
teresting strenght for the system, and this is the
reason to choose HTTP to provide texts.

Secondly, we have studied the audio and video
resources. The variable bit-rate of this files
is a limiting factor run time. This factor de-
termines the use of streaming for audio and
video resources. We have used RTSP [20] to
this purpose because it is a “de facto” standard
in this field; besides, this protocol is widely
accepted by the applications that work in this
field.

4.2 Architecture

Taking the design aspect into consideration, we
have created a completely distributed architecture
that supports all the system services.

The system has been divided into independent
subsystems; Each one works independently at both
logic and physic level; in this regard, we can delimit

Figure 1: AIMTOUR Architecture

fails, independently implement the subsystems, de-
ploy each subsystem in a specific computer, etc.

Specifically, we have divided the system into ten
subsystems that are explained underneath and de-
picted in figure 1.

4.2.1 Server

This Server supports information interchange
among mobile devices and the rest of the system.
Mobile devices request services to the Server, and
it responds to the mobile devices through an event
channel or through the direct proxy to the mobile
device.

This subsystem utilises some mechanism to re-
duce the response time; Specifically, it uses a cache
to store museum data (the database can be in other
computer) and several threads to manage the re-
quests.

4.2.2 Museum Persistence

The museum data are stored in this subsystem. To
store all the museum data we can use traditional
databases, but we have selected the Freeze4 tech-
nology to this end for several reasons. Specifically

4Freeze. ZeroC Ice manual. Pages 1443-1538



we have chosen Freeze Maps because they provide
persistent support to store Ice Objects, efficient re-
verse lookups, and (of course) because they are
completely integrated with Ice.

This subsystem allows other subsystems to be in-
formed about the changes in the persistence. To
support this feature, the subsystem implements
the observer design pattern and it publishes each
change in a event channel. In this regards, the in-
terested subsystems can subscribe an specific event
channel to receive the changes notifications.

4.2.3 Visitor Persistence

To customize the visitor’s visit, it is necessary to
store their current states; that is, the system needs
to know the characteristics of the visitor (such as
their language, visit time, if they are adults, childs
or disabled people, etc), the visited places, the fol-
lowed route, the consulted documents, etc. With a
correct manipulation of this information the system
can adapt the visit to the visitor.

We must take into account that there are many
accesses to this information when the visits are on-
line. To relieve this we uses the Freeze Evictor.

Freeze Evictor utilises the Evictor design pat-
tern to separate the active objects from the inactive
stored objects, enabling stable switches among ob-
jects. With this mechanism we have a subsystem
that stores the visitor current state in a very efficient
way.

4.2.4 Server Statistics

When the visitor exits the system their associated
information turns into static information. This in-
formation represents the system use statistics and it
must be stored to generate reports.

The subsystem turns the visitor object into statis-
tic information and stores it, using Freeze Maps for
this purpose. Moreover, the subsystem provides in-
terfaces that allow to recover all this information in
several ways (by date, by order, etc), favouring the
statistics generation.

4.2.5 OpenLS Service

This subsystem provides a route and a directory ser-
vice thanks to a OpenLS implementation [18]. This
service provides support to calculate routes between

points and to recover the nearest point to a given
one.

4.2.6 Multimedia Server

The management of the multimedia contents can be
a critical factor at run time. To overcome this issue
we have the multimedia server.

This subsystem manages the texts, audios and
videos in a separated way. In fact, it is possible to
have several multimedia servers at the same time;
by doing so, we can manage each media type with
several dedicated multimedia servers. Specifically,
we have a ManageServers that registers all the me-
dia servers with the media type they serve. Multi-
media servers are therefore transparent to the rest of
the system.

Each media type is treated with regard to its na-
ture. The texts media have a delimit size and can be
present in several formats, such as HTML or PDF.
Using HTTP to serve this text eases the recovery
process by resorting to web browsers. For this rea-
son we have chosen this method to provides texts to
visitors.

The audio-visual media have a different nature.
These media usually have a big size, and in most sit-
uations we do not know the real size. These special
features make this media type to require a stream-
ing process to be served. For this purpose we used
RTSP because it is the standard supported by the
great majority of devices, both on the server and
client side.

Each MediaServer is subscribed to the persistent
event channel, and updates its state when a change
from the persistent subsystem is received. More-
over, the MediaServers provides interfaces to re-
quest media to be played or stopped, and to notify
about changes in the subsystem.

4.2.7 Mobile Device Application

The system is pointed to provide services to visi-
tors, and this is possible via the mobile device ap-
plication. This application provides a simple user
interface through which the visitor interacts with the
museum in a natural way. With this application the
visitor can recover the contextual information pro-
vided by the museum. Moreover, he or she can ask
for routes between museum points in a similar way.



For this purpose the system asks for a basic initial
information such as the type of user (adult, child)
or the time to spend in the visit. Next, the system
registers the visitor and adapts the information to
his or her context. The information is presented as
a list. Each item of list contains a descriptive icon
(that represents a text, video, information element,
etc) and a small text description. When the visitor
selects an item he or she receives the media (if it is
a media element such a text or a video) or the route
to reach to the point.

4.2.8 LocationAdmin

This subsystem manages the location events. This
subsystem allows every location event provider to
propagate them in a controlled way. To do so, the
Ice implementation of the MLP standard provided
by the OpenLS implementation has been used.

4.2.9 BTPoint and RFIDPoint

To provide location events we have utilised two
technologies: Bluetooth and RFID. These subsys-
tems propagate the location events in the same way;
in fact, it is possible to utilise other technologies
that use the same propagation method. This is
possible because we utilise an implementation of
the MLP standard; therefore we obtain a hierarchi-
cal and scalable location event propagation system.
That is, all the system reacts in the same way when
location events appear, regardless of the provider.

4.2.10 Administration Tool

The administration tool can manage the information
system. That is, the tool allows to assert informa-
tion about documents, museum points, to recover
reports, etc.

This subsystem knows the museum persistent
state, the visitor’s state and the statistics, because it
has proxies to all the necessary subsystems. More-
over, it is subscribed to all the necessary event chan-
nels; by doing so the system is updated at all time.

Several factors must be taken into account when
designing the user interface; first, the complexity
of the user interface, as it must deal with the con-
current execution of several threads. Secondly, we
must consider the appearance and the quality. For

this purpose we have used the Gnome Human Inter-
face Guidelines5.

4.3 Implementation

At implementation time, there are several aspects
to be considered such as the libraries and language
choice, the mobile devices and their technologies,
the software tests and the design patterns; next we
explain these aspects.

4.3.1 Libraries

Another important factor is the correct use of li-
braries. This factor can minimize the system imple-
mentation time and increase the system reliability,
but only if we choose the right libraries.

There are some fields in which we use libraries;
for instance we used Bluetooth and RFID and they
are supported by using libraries 67. Also we used
graphical libraries 89, multimedia libraries 1011 and
server software1213.

4.3.2 Languages

The use of a middleware solution prevent us from
having to be constrained to just one implementation
language; therefore, each of the composing subsys-
tem can be implemented in the more suitable lan-
guage.

A very interesting issue to be considered is the
possibility of creating a multi-platform system (or,
at least, a part of it). If we take it into account we
can consider languages such as Python 14 or Java
[21].

The iterative implementation method benefits
from the use of a prototyping language. Moreover,
this language must interact with a lot of libraries
and system calls. Python satisfies all these features
and it has been chosen for that reason.

5http://library.gnome.org/devel/higbook/stable/index.html.en
6BlueZ. Official Linux Bluetooth protocol stack.
7MUSCLE. Movement For the Use of Smart Cards in a Linux

Enviroment
8GTK. http://www.gtk.org
9Mapnik. http://www.mapnik.org

10FFMpeg. http://www.ffmpeg.org
11GPCA. http://gpac.sourceforge.net
12Darwin Streaming Server. Apple Inc.

http://dss.macosforge.org
13minihttpd. http://acme.com/software/mini_httpd
14Python Software Foundation. http://www. python.org/fsf



Moreover it is necessary to store information in
the system, and it is a task for Freeze; Freeze works
only in C++ or Java so we need to implement the
persistent subsystems in one of these languages. We
have chosen Java for this purpose because it has na-
tive multi-platform support.

4.3.3 Mobile devices

Nowadays there are several mobile operating sys-
tems (Symbian, Windows Mobile, IPhone OS, An-
droid...) so therefore, it is not feasible to develope
an application of each of these systems. Since the
great majority of them support J2ME [22], we have
chosen this technology (also supported by the mid-
dleware) to develop the mobile application.

4.3.4 Software Tests

The most effective method to make sure that the
software works properly is using software tests. By
means of specific tests for each subsystem we can
ensure its correctness, and by making complete tests
for all the system we ensure the correct work of the
whole system.

For this purpose it is very interesting, and really
necessary, to automate the testing task; that is, all
the system has been checked with tools 1516 which,
along with a good design, guarantees a high quality
level.

4.3.5 Design Patterns

A fundamental aspect to support the system cus-
tomization is the correct use of design patterns. For
example, the system can supports several technolo-
gies that provide location events, and it can manage
and prioritise some events above others. To solve
this situation we utilise the Factory pattern. Another
using example of design pattern can be seen in the
notification of changes through Observer pattern.

5 Future

The open architecture of the system supports im-
provements and changes. The first and most imme-
diate improvement is the creation of a GPS location

15Atheist. http://crysol.org/en/node/1218
16GNU Make[23]

agent in the mobile device. In this regard, the visitor
could utilise the system in the same way they did in-
side the museum, and it is not necessary to modify
the existent system.

Another interesting improvement could be the
introduction of intelligent agents which can deter-
mine the visitor’s profile with high precision. The
agents can use all the information provided by sys-
tem, such as location events, consulted documents,
visited places, etc. Moreover, it is possible to re-
place the intelligence of the system by replacing
the class that implements this intelligence, and this
change will be transparent to the rest of the system.

It is also possible to incorporate the image man-
agement as an interaction method between the mu-
seum and the visitor. This can be implemented in
several ways. In one of them, the visitor takes a
photography with his or her device and the photo is
sent to the server. The server receives the photog-
raphy with the position in which it was taken and
returns the image enhancing it with relevance infor-
mation. Or, in another way, we can utilise increased
reality taking again the location and the image from
the device as basis.

We are currently working in all these aspects. We
are working in the GPS mobile agent for Android
and J2ME. Moreover, we are drawing up implanta-
tion plans to several types of museums.

6 Conclusion

In the next few years the current conception that we
have about museums and oriented tourist services
will complettely change. The introduction of mo-
bile devices with Internet connection everywhere,
high processing capacity, better batteries and more
functionalities will cater to redesign completely the
interaction methods with the environment. In this
regard, we will obtain a service customization in a
predictive way.

The future of museums and all of these services
should go through the change of the old conceptions
and the provision of new approaches according to
the existing technologies.
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